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READ THE letter from William

Hughes in the June Kingsley

Klarion and think he makes a fair

point about betting and racing

being intertwined, and how tv

commentary on the chances of a horse in

relation to its odds can make for

entertaining viewing. 

However, he said the Klarion

sometimes suggested the importance of

betting should be downplayed, and I don’t

think that is accurate. My take would be

that Mark Johnston and the Klarion accept

that betting is part and parcel of racing, but

that there is far more to racing than just

betting and the media could work much

harder to convey this and help

viewers/readers understand the sport

better.

But here’s where I think Mark was

mistaken in his reply to William. Football

is a poor comparator for racing. In the UK

betting is part of the fabric of how people

enjoy sports. Football is by far the most

popular sport, ergo it is the biggest sports

betting market. It is a long-standing

phenomenon. For example, for decades

doing the football pools was very popular. 

But here’s the thing. Football fans are

far less dependent on betting to sustain

their interest in football matches than

racing fans/ punters are regarding horse

races. Why is this?

1. Competition structure

Football competitions last several months.

Teams that win enough matches win

leagues, cups, and promotions while teams

that lose get relegated or knocked out of

competitions. Results matter. Even results

for teams you don’t support matter

because they can have a direct bearing on

your team’s league status or who you will

play in the cup. This sustains all-round

interest across the entire football fanbase.

Racing has some structure or ‘pattern’

for the best horses, but for the

overwhelming majority it has none. It’s

just an endless diet of nondescript

handicaps where there is little interest in

the result (outside of connections) and

hence the need for many racing

fans/punters to place a wager to develop a

temporary ‘connection’ and create some

interest. 

Punters even refer to many wagers as

‘interest bets’. This is one of the main

reasons why a discussion about betting

becomes such a major part of the tv

coverage.

2. Identity

Football fans have an incredibly strong

identity with their football team. Mark is

a proud Scot. I’m from Manchester but

I’m a proud Manchester City fan, not a

proud Mancunian. I know the football

allegiance of every friend I’ve ever had

and its often the first thing I think of when

I think of them. 

Racing fans/punters do not identify with

racing in the same way. And remember,

many racing fans are also football fans

first.

3. Passion

Football fans have an almost irrational

passion for football. It’s a worldwide

phenomenon. When City got knocked out

of the European Cup by Real Madrid I

couldn’t sleep and it put me in a bad mood

for nearly 48 hours. And I’m 62 for God’s

sake! It’s the same with my dad and he’s

97! 

I’d be embarrassed if it wasn’t for the

fact there are millions like me. Non-

football fans just don’t understand why we

feel this way. They don’t ‘get’ it.

4. Long-standing rivalries 

Teams, players and fans have intense long-

standing rivalries that build up over many

years. Compare that to racing where in

National Hunt it’s a struggle to get the best

horses to compete with each other (partly

because so many are owned by the same

people) and Flat racing where the best

horses are whisked off to stud before

we’ve even learnt how to pronounce their

names. This is why stayers on the Flat

become so popular . . . we actually get to

know them.

5. A world without gambling

Imagine if there was no gambling. The

result of Celtic v Rangers, or City v

United would still MATTER. Can the

same be said of horse races? Very few.

I’m not a gambler. I’m probably

unusual in that I can enjoy watching a race

without having any financial interest. For

example, I thought the Shishkin v

Energumene showdown in this year’s

Clarence House Stakes was a fantastic

horse race. I find races like the Ascot Gold

Cup equally compelling. 

But like most racing fans/punters, I

have no interest in low-grade handicaps

that account for 75% of all horse races.

Unlike many of them I don’t bother

having a small wager to create an

‘interest’.

There is no need, therefore, to mention

betting odds during football

commentaries. 
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